eSchenker: The new generation
of logistics technology.
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The new eSchenker: Your electronic key
to transparent logistics.
The new eSchenker web portal is the most advanced logistics solution we’ve
ever made. It combines enhanced existing eSchenker features with powerful
new eServices. They provide everything you need to manage your logistics
processes efficiently, quickly and conveniently in one place. Whatever the
transport mode and wherever your business takes you.
Everything covered. In one place.

More transparency. More control.

eSchenker incorporates all transport modes in one
eBusiness portal – from land transport to global air
and ocean freight, to contract logistics. It also gives
you all the tools you need to manage all stages of
the shipment process – from scheduling and pricing
through to booking, tracking, invoicing, reporting,
and more. It’s web-based too so it is accessible on
all your devices with instantaneous real-time information whenever you need it. All with one single
point of access. All things considered, it brings you
convenience with a capital C.

The big picture on the one hand, and comprehensive
details on the other – eSchenker gives you round-theclock access to both. It consolidates information and
makes it visible at all stages of all processes, from
source to delivery. So you can always see everything
you need to know in seconds, anywhere you need it,
and react faster as a result.

Adapts to work the way you do.
When it comes to logistics, one size certainly does
not fit all. The eSchenker web portal can be adapted
into the perfect size to suit you and your business. In
fact, we think of ourselves as an extension of your
business, mirroring and supporting your internal infrastructure and ways of working. You can customize
the features on a modular basis to fit in with your
existing structures, and personalize settings to suit
your requirements – no matter how big your shipment volumes and how complex your workflows.

Invoice Delivery
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Created for simplicity.
The new eSchenker portal is designed with an innovative dashboard layout with drag and drop functionality that is absolutely intuitive to use and customized
to your needs. When it comes to repetitive day-today tasks, you will also benefit from automated templates incorporating your address book and archive.
Managing complex shipments has never been this
simple.

Save time. Save costs.
Your resources are your most valuable commodity –
we understand that. We also know that supply chains
and production processes are becoming ever more
complex – and time-consuming – in an increasingly
globalized world. The new eSchenker web portal delivers even more powerful technologies designed to
streamline your workflows. It’s the new sophisticated
yet simplified approach to logistics management –
and it will save you both time and money.
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The new eSchenker portal
is a one-stop solution for all
your eServices globally.
Consolidating local eServices,
former portals and other corporate eServices in one place.
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*Overview of planned eServices for future order-to-cash process. Not all eServices will be available directly for all regions/countries/business units.
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eSchenker accelerates and optimizes
your business. Sustainably.
Built around a powerful architecture of features, the eSchenker portal helps
you at every step of the logistical process with simple, seamless and often
automated functionalities. Whether you’re coordinating shipments by land,
ocean or air, and wherever they are headed.

Become a Customer
Whether you are a new or an existing customer of DB Schenker
Logistics, this is your easy and fast registration process: One
registration and one access point for all available eServices
worldwide.

Scheduling
The new eSchenker gives you full access to the timetables for
all DB Schenker’s groupage services in Europe – for all lead
times in European land transport. Simply select the countries
and enter the respective postal codes of the origin and destination and you will receive the information you require about
specific transit times in seconds – to optimize you planning
processes.

Pricing
Enter your parameters and receive instant and competitive
quotations with clearly structured pricing models. You can also
save valuable time here thanks to template functionality that
allows you to save and re-use past entries. We are in the process
of developing one central pricing module enabling you to obtain
a quote and proceed directly with a booking on a global scale –
for all transport modes.

your own booking management exactly to your business workflow. Save bookings for later finalization, use standard booking
templates, maintain your latest bookings, and contact your
responsible DB Schenker branch or manage your individual
address book.

Order Handling
eSchenker Order is DB Schenker's latest offering in the field of
order management and visibility – from customer order right
through to final shipment booking. Its user-friendly web interface gives DB Schenker’s customers real-time access to their order and shipment data. The eService also supports online collaboration between DB Schenker, its customers, their suppliers,
and carriers. This fully integrated application lets you enjoy
more flexibility and transparency than ever before when managing your orders for air and ocean freight.

Document Management
Support features help you to manage your shipment documents: Advanced Tracking and Booking eServices provide the
ability to upload and view documents related to your shipment
or booking. Invoice Delivery provides quick and easy access to
invoice and shipment documents included in the invoice.

Tracking
Booking
Available for all means of transportations, land, air and ocean,
online booking with eSchenker is fast and efficient: All relevant
booking data and shipment-related documents can easily be
maintained in the booking creation process. The new flexible
eSchenker booking set-up offers you the possibility to adapt
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The easy-to-use eSchenker tracking tool gives you real-time
information about the location and status of your shipment,
and its current estimated time of delivery. Allocation of a
tracking number means that you can access detailed shipment data online without having to log in. Our tracking technology has now been upgraded with an even more detailed
overview and status information for each of your shipments.

Advanced Tracking
Benefit from eSchenker’s advanced tracking module for land
transport, air and ocean freight. It provides a secure environment with complete shipment details for all partners in your
logistics chain, subject to authorization. A range of advanced
search methods always leads you straight to the information
you’re looking for. Other new features dedicated to maximum
efficiency here include the downloading of tracking results,
document uploads, access to the signed proof of delivery or
ePOD, and container management.

Reporting
The standardized eSchenker reporting module gives you
transparency along the entire supply chain – by allowing you
to generate pre-defined standard reports for shipments, performance, finance or emissions in an instant – for all transport
modes and services. You have the freedom to decide just how
comprehensive and detailed you wish these reports to be – and
can e-mail, download or print out your customized reports
whenever you wish.

News
Inventory Visibility
This powerful module gives you a detailed overview of your
inventory, Advanced Shipping Notice (ASN), and receipt
and shipment within the 4-walls area. It acts as a centralized
repository that is fed by different warehouses managed by
DB Schenker Logistics across different countries and regions
– ensuring that you can always operate with the advantage of
having the full picture at your fingertips.

Alerting/Notification
You have full control over the timing and frequency of automated e-mail notifications you wish to receive for single or
multiple shipments, projects and trade lanes proceeding to
plan. Similarly, if anything untoward or unexpected happens
during the shipping schedule, you can also select how and
when you wish to be informed with alerts.

Invoice Delivery

Our News eService keeps you in the loop about new features,
releases and other general information. Simply subscribe to
stay automatically informed about all the latest eSchenker
developments.

Collaboration
Our sophisticated collaboration feature allows you to share
files inside the new eSchenker portal. If your business requires a substantial amount of data exchange, we highly recommend you register for this interactive feature and start
reaping the rewards for your business.

Emission Calculator
This easy-to-use eService lets you calculate carbon footprints
for specified shipment contingents – in emission reports that
can either be generated ad hoc or scheduled for automatic
delivery. They are available in different layout formats, and
can be customized in terms of entry field selections.

Optimize your invoice management – thanks to this module
that links your invoicing activities directly with the respective
shipments and tracking information. This tool lets you quickly
and easily retrieve digital copies of your invoice documents.
(This eService requires special authorization.)

Payment
You even have the option of saving yet more time by handling
all your associated financial transactions through the online
eSchenker portal, which allows you make payments using secure
online payment. (This eService requires special authorization.)
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Creating business value:
The new web portal of DB Schenker Logistics.
The new eSchenker portal is so user-friendly and customizable to your
needs that you are bound to notice the benefits to your day-to-day
logistics operations.

What is the new eSchenker portal?
eSchenker is DB Schenker’s consolidated global online platform, offering
you a powerful and configurable
portfolio of eServices for land transportation, air and ocean freight, and
contract logistics.
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How does it support your business?
As well as being intuitive to use with a modern and dynamic interface, eSchenker can also be configured to fit
precisely with your individual business needs. And the
more you tailor eSchenker into your own personal operations portal, the more transparent your supply chain will
become and the more efficiently you will be able to manage all of your logistical processes from one single place.

Easy customization of eServices
dashboards through drag and drop
functionality in App-layout.

What are the highlights?
The eSchenker portal delivers a wide variety of
eServices aimed at providing you with maximum
support at every stage of your supply chain. Free
eServices such as open Tracking, Scheduling or
News are available alongside sophisticated solutions for Booking, Advanced Tracking, Reporting
and much more besides. You are absolutely free
to choose which of these eServices you wish to
install on your personal favorite dashboard and
make use of. This way, the portal becomes a natural extension of your company’s operations, giving
you a seamless everyday solution with customized
functionality. Easy customization of eServices
dashboards through drag and drop functionality in
an App-layout.
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One login for all your logistical needs.
Register now!
Become an eSchenker user today and start optimizing your day-to-day
logistics operations straight away – with one single access point for all
our eServices worldwide.
We’re absolutely dedicated to keeping your life as simple
as possible. Both during your registration and as you get
started with the eSchenker portal and familiarize yourself
with its functionalities, we are here to help you every step
of the way – with personal support, as well as online tutorials and manuals guiding you through each of our eServices and features.

Visit the eSchenker portal at
eSchenker.dbschenker.com and
let us guide you through the fast
and simple registration process.

You have questions or just want to find out more?
Let us know by writing to: support.eSchenker@dbschenker.com.
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Discover now the impressive
possibilities offered by the
New Generation of
eSchenker!
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